VTN Consolidated
Frank W. Richardson L.S. 2921

LEGEND
Δ = Set Punched Railroad Spike.
O = Set 2" I.P. With Nail & Tag Marked "L.S. 2921" In Sub Grade.
With Spike & Tin On Surface Pavement.
* = Set Lead & Tack In Top Of Curb.
Φ = Tangent Over Ties.
LEGEND:
- 0 = Set 2" L.R. With Nail & Tag Marked "L.S. 2921" In Sub-Grade, With Spike & Tin On Surface Pavement.
- • = Set Lead & Tack In Top Of Curb.
- *= Tangent Over Ties.
VTN CONSOLIDATED
Frank W. Richardson L.S.2921

LEGEND
0 = Set 2" I.P. With Nail & Tag Marked "L.S.2921" In Sub Grade, With Spike & Tin On Surface Pavement.
* = Set Lead & Tack In Top Of Curb.
フェ = Tangent Over Ties.
VTN CONSOLIDATED
Frank W. Richardson L.S. 2921

LEGEND
O = Set 2" L.P. With Nail & Tag Marked "L.S. 2921" In Sub Grade, With Spike & Tin On Surface Pavement.
= Set Lead & Tack In Top Of Curb.
= Tangent Over Ties.